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By Sally Howard

Hodder Stoughton General Division, United Kingdom, 2014. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 212 x
134 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Sally Howard, a self-confessed child of the Western
Sexual Revolution, sets out on a sexploration through modern India by train, plane and auto-
rickshaw. From the heat of anti-rape protest on the streets of New Delhi to the cool hills of Shimla,
playground of the Raj; from a Gujurati retirement home for gay men and eunuchs to a busy sex
clinic in Chennai; from patriarchs to matriarchs; GIGs (Good Indian Girls), BIGs (Bad Indian Girls)
and the fleshpots of Bombay, she accompanied by feisty Delhi girl Dimple lifts the bed sheets on
India s sexual revolution. And it s a revolution that s full of fascinating surprises and contrasts; for
India the land that gave us that exuberant guide to sexual pleasure, the Kama Sutra is also the land
where women remain cloistered in purdah while teenage girls check out porn online; where families
bow down to a conjoined phallus and vagina, the Shivaling, while couples fear to hold hands in
public; and where the loveless arranged marriage is still the norm. Colourful, compelling,
confounding, The Kama Sutra Diaries reveal...
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A brand new eBook with a brand new point of view. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You will like the way the article writer
compose this ebook.
-- Cia r a  Seng er-- Cia r a  Seng er

It becomes an remarkable publication that we have at any time study. It is among the most remarkable pdf i have go through. I am just easily can get a
satisfaction of reading a published book.
-- Ala yna  Ankunding  DV M-- Ala yna  Ankunding  DV M
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